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Vital Statistics FAQ'sVital Statistics FAQ's

Here are frequently asked questions from Vital Statistic users.

I can't log in...I can't log in...

If you can't log in try some of these tips before you contact us

On our website www.purpleseven.com click on Client Login in the top right hand corner. On this
page, make sure you are clicking on Vital Statistics on the left hand side. If you're unsure use
this link - https://secure.purpleseven.co.uk/vs/

If you are trying to log in using the link above and you are getting the message 'User name or
password incorrect' than check your details first before trying again. Make sure your username
is your email address and if you are copying and pasting a password try writing it in as
sometimes this does not work.

You are likely to see the message 'You already have an open session through IPAddress
XX.XXX.XXX.XX dated on ....' If you see this message it just means that you didn't log out on your
last session and just closed the broswer. You can safely press OK for this message.

If you are still struggling, use the 'Can't log in?' option in the bottom right to reset your
password.
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The data looks out of date...The data looks out of date...

In the top left hand side of your Vital Statistics homepage you will see the DDX Status. The DDX
is the daily data extractor that feeds your account with daily updates. You should see 3 green
ticks to represent your account is up to date. The Data Current to date shows you the last dates
of transactions we received.

If the date is not the day before there may be a problem with the DDX. Send us an email at
support@purpleseven.com and we'll take a look for you.

My account is running really slowly...My account is running really slowly...

Vital Statistics is an online solution so will occasionally be effected by the efficiency of the
internet.

PLEASE do not press the button again if the report or segment is been sent to run and it is
running slowly to pull up the results. This will not increase the speed in which we deliver the
results to you as i'm sure you're aware!

`Our best tip is to go away, check your emails and it should have run for you in the meantime.
It will depend on the complexity of what you are running but we would expect results to appear
within 15 seconds. If you are waiting for more than 2 minutes there is likely to be an issue with
your account and it is worth dropping us an email at support@purpleseven.com

I can't find my event...I can't find my event...

Occasionally you might not be able to find what you're looking for. It is worth looking back in
your ticketing system to see how something is named exactly as this is how it will be displayed
in Vital Statistics. The box office may have had to call it something quirky if you have already
had the event before.

If your event is still not showing check the ticket sales. We don't always show events in Vital
Statistics until the first ticket is purchased.

Your event may be hiding under another event.. For example, depending on how you upload
events into your ticketing system will impact how it is displayed in Vital Statistics. if your event is
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one performance within a host of events you will need to know what the overall series of events
was named first and search for this.

I am creating a segment, and I am getting a running total of 0...I am creating a segment, and I am getting a running total of 0...

There can be a number of reasons for this. Firstly, read our guide on creating Segments to give
you a good overview on the filters available.

If you are getting a count of 0 it might be that you are trying to use the same segment filter
twice which is a no-can-do. You will need to use 2 separate criteria and use the 'get people who
fit all' option. A guide to using this can be found here.

The other reason could be that within your remove from selection you are cancelling out those
people you have identified in your include in selection. For example: you want to identify
customers who have booked for Musical X. You remove bookers who have previously booked
for any Musical using an event band you have created identifying all Musicals. This event band
includes Musical X and therefore cancels out your criteria.

How do I add new users?How do I add new users?

In the interests of security we require that all users are created their own login. By sharing old
logins or your own details you could be putting yourself at risk. For data protection purposes
we recommend that everyone is accountable for use of the data under their own login. Every VS
account can have unlimited users so there is no financial reason to share user login credentials.

This principle is also true when people leave your organisation. Please notify us and we can
remove their access from your Vital Statistics account.

To create a new user: (you will need administrator status to create and delete users)

1/ Login to your VS account

2/ Go to Help>Configuration on the menu bar

3/ Go to Maintenance>Users on the left hand menu

ADD A USER
To add a user click the ADD USER button and follow the on screen instructions. An automated
email containing login instructions and a temporary password will be sent to the email address
you entered.

DELETE A USER
Find the user in your list and click on the REMOVE link.

Any questions, don't hesitate to contact support.
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Any other questions?Any other questions?

If you can't find the answer to your question through this Knowledge Base please let us know
so we can keep this site up to date and as useful as possible.
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VS ToolsVS Tools
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Postal GroupsPostal Groups

Postal groups are a way to create catchment areas from Postal Sectors to target specific
bookers on your database.

Step 1. Navigate to Postal Groups pageStep 1. Navigate to Postal Groups page

Under the Tools tab,choose the option Postal Groups. This will take you to the Postal Groups
homepage.

Step 2. Create a new Postal GroupStep 2. Create a new Postal Group

From the Postal Group homepage, click on New Group. This will take you to this page to create
your catchment using postcode geography.

Step 3. Save and ActionStep 3. Save and Action

Hit Save & Close once you're happy.
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The Postal Group will now update in segments in order for you to target more specifically with
your selection. For a guide on creating segments click here
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Event BandsEvent Bands

An Event Band groups together events based on your search criteria. They can be used for
analysis purposes, campaign tracking or sales tracking.

Step 1. Navigate to Event Band pageStep 1. Navigate to Event Band page

Under the Tools tab, choose the option 'Search For..' then select Event Bands. This will take you
to the Event Band homepage.

Step 2. Create a new Event Band FolderStep 2. Create a new Event Band Folder

From the Event Band homepage, select Manage Folders and Create New Folder. Name your
Event Band and press OK, it will then show and you can edit the Folder Name if any typo's or
you change your mind. Once you're happy, click on the grey cross in the top right corner to go
back.
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Step 3. Create a new Event BandStep 3. Create a new Event Band

Click on 'New Event Band' and fill in the required details. Select Save when you are ready to
proceed.

Step 4. Add Events to Event BandStep 4. Add Events to Event Band
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Selecting a large number of eventsSelecting a large number of events

If you are creating an Event Band with more than 50 events you need to ensure you scroll to the
bottom of the Search Results and change the criteria to show All.

Selecting a range of eventsSelecting a range of events

If your Search terms don't apply to all of your events you can select events against multiple
criteria. Once you have moved events into the selected results repeat your search as required.

Step 5. Save and ActionStep 5. Save and Action

Hit Save once you're happy. Remember, if you have 50 events exactly in your event band then
double check you have added them all in.

The Event Band page will now update with your selection. It is now ready to use in your
analysis.
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CampaignsCampaigns

Prepare a mailing list selection using Segments and then evaluate and track the return on
investment and response by using our Campaigns tool.

Step 1. Prepare your mailing listStep 1. Prepare your mailing list

Create a Segment that contains the bookers you want to contact via email or post. You can use
the guides on Segments to help you get the most from the filters available.

Step 2. Choose the event(s) you're promotingStep 2. Choose the event(s) you're promoting

Decide if your mailing is for a single event or a group of events. If your mailing is for a group of
events create an Event Band containing all the events your communication will promote. For
example, if this is for a Season on-sale you would pick all the events that have just gone on sale.

Navigate to either the Event or Event Band your communication will promote

Step 3. Create your CampaignStep 3. Create your Campaign
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Log the detailsLog the details

• Give the Mailing a Name
• Select the Media Type. If you have chosen Email (VS) and you are using a compatible

integrated email provider select the email template you created for the campaign.
• Confirm the Days to Evaluate
• Confirm the Unit Cost (how much it costs to send out each item)
• Choose if you want to send the mailing manually or on a schedule.
• Only use 'send on schedule' if integrated with an email provider, set the date and time you

want to schedule the mailing.
• Select the Segment that contains the customers you want to mail. If you are sending out on

a schedule and you want the segment to be rebuilt before it is sent tick the 'Refresh the
segment automatically before the mailing is sent' box.

Click Save
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Send the CampaignSend the Campaign

• Once you click Save, your mailing will save as a Draft. If you are using an integrated email
provider this will now be sent.

• You can see the status of the mailing by referring to the row marked Status.
• Next. export your data to send out your mailing. At the top of the mailing page click on

'Export Mailing List' Your data will appear and you just choose to export it as a csv file or
excel.

• Press the back button
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Track the resultsTrack the results

After your mailing has been sent, you can evaluate your mailing. When you log in again navigate
to the Campaigns tab under Tools and Search For..You can see a summary of all the mailings
that have been activated here and their success.

For more detailed data (especially if you are linked up with MailChimp) click through to the
Mailing. You will be able to see Open, Click and Opt out rates as well as the bookings made as a
result of the mailing.
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Wrong unit cost? Forgot to add campaign details at the time ofWrong unit cost? Forgot to add campaign details at the time of
sending? Want to evaluate for longer? How to CHANGE CAMPAIGNsending? Want to evaluate for longer? How to CHANGE CAMPAIGN
DETAILSDETAILS

You can edit your mailing if specific details have changed. You can amend the sent datesent date (e.g. the
mailing was actually sent later than planned), days to evaluatedays to evaluate (it's automatically evaluating for
30 days but you want to extend it), media typemedia type (it was originally marked as a brochure but you
decided to send a flyer instead) and unit costunit cost (brochure costs went up, so you need to update
the unit cost to know your true ROI). You cannotcannot change the segment you are using for the
mailing list. You would need to start again.

This is also useful for adding campaigns in afterafter they've been sent. For example, you may have
sent a brochure to a specific segment (or segments), but not created the campaign for it in VItal
Statistics. You now want to know the ROI for the campaign. Start by going to the event or event
band page for the event(s) being promoted by the campaign. Click on "Add New Mailing", and
create the mailing by adding a name, media type and segment as normal. Choose the "send
manually" option, click "save" and in the next page click "flag as sent". Wait for the page to
reload, and then click "edit" - you will then be able to change the send date back to the date the
mailing was actually sent. Click "save" and the page will reload with all campaign summary
information from the date that the mailing was sent: items sent, tickets bought, and ROI.

To change the details of your campaign navigate to the event or event band and click on the
Mailing Name. Click on edit in the top left corner, amend the details and click Save. Your
campaign will re-calculate based on the new details you have input.
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Integrate with Mailchimp and send emailIntegrate with Mailchimp and send email
campaigns directly from Vital Statisticscampaigns directly from Vital Statistics

Our integration means that you don't need to extract any mailing list data to upload. Vital
Statistics uploads the data straight into Mailchimp

Key FeaturesKey Features

• Select customers in Vital Statistics based on customer behaviour - including open, click-
through and purchasing tickets

• Schedule your email campaign from Vital Statistics to ensure you don't mail customers who
have already purchased tickets

• Full circle analysis and reporting - Track open rates and unsubscribes through to
understanding which of your email recipients attended and purchased tickets for future
performances.

Getting StartedGetting Started

In order to integrate with Mailchimp, the following check list will ensure that you are good to go
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Stating the obvious, but..

1. You have a Vital Statistics account which includes 'Segments' for creating Mailing Lists
2. You have a Mailchimp license which covers the number of customers you would like to

contact each month

Generate a Mailchimp API KeyGenerate a Mailchimp API Key

• Log into Mailchimp and navigate to the Account page. Once on the Account page, click on
the 'Extras' menu and 'API Keys'.

• On this page click on 'Create a Key' and it will generate a new key which will be listed under
the 'Your API Keys' section.

• The API Key will look something like this - 182471ecf4329e79dad1c6cb3e0b2304-us4
• Label This Key 'Purple Seven' and send us the full key

Configure your VS accountConfigure your VS account

Once we have your API key, we can configure your VS account to activate the MailChimp
integration.

You will need to tell us the name of the LIST in MailChimp where you would like the customer
details to be sent from VS each time you create and send a campaign.

Step 1. Create Campaign in MailchimpStep 1. Create Campaign in Mailchimp

Design your campaign in Mailchimp, ensuring you follow these steps

1. Leave the Recipient List name blank (VS will send the customer data to the Mailchimp List
you selected when configuring your account)

2. Input your campaign name, subject line and ‘reply to’ email address
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3. Select your template and design your email ensuring that you test and preview your email
4. When you’ve finished – click Save & Exit. You do not need to provide any details within the

Confirm screen
5. This is now a draft campaign.

Step 2. Create your customer listStep 2. Create your customer list

Create the Segment of customers that you want your campaign to be sent to.

<<more information about creating segments>>

TIP: Be sure to filter out any customers that don’t have a valid email using the filter in the ‘FilterTIP: Be sure to filter out any customers that don’t have a valid email using the filter in the ‘Filter
by Customer Attributes’ tabby Customer Attributes’ tab

• Once you’re happy with your segment – go to the Event or the Event Band that you are
promoting.

• Click ‘Add Mailing’

Step 2. Set up your Mailing in Vital StatisticsStep 2. Set up your Mailing in Vital Statistics

• Give your mailing a name
• Choose the Media Type ‘Email (VS)’
• Specify, days to evaluate and unit cost
• Select the MailChimp Campaign using the search button that appears – only draft campaigns

in Maillchimp will appear
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• You can either send the mailing straight away or send on schedule. If you send it on
schedule, select this button then fill in the options of date and time. Make sure that your
MailChimp account is set up for the same time zone!

TIP: If you choose to send it manually the campaign will go once you click on the 'flag as sent' onTIP: If you choose to send it manually the campaign will go once you click on the 'flag as sent' on
the View Mailing pagethe View Mailing page

• Select the segment you have created for this campaign.
• When you are ready click ‘Save’.
• On the Mailing View page if you are happy with your settings click ‘Flag as Sent'
• Your mailing will now be sent to MailChimp to be delivered

TIP: Your customer list will be sent to MailChimp and your campaign sent to those people. IfTIP: Your customer list will be sent to MailChimp and your campaign sent to those people. If
your MailChimp account has other customers already in the list, they will not receive theyour MailChimp account has other customers already in the list, they will not receive the
campaign unless they are also in the VS Segment.campaign unless they are also in the VS Segment.

Step 3. Tracking the ResponseStep 3. Tracking the Response

Once your mailing is active any ticket purchases for the event/s in the campaign will be tracked
in Vital Statistics

Alongside the Vital Statistics tracking we also feed through Clicked, Opened, Bounced and
Unsubscribed rates from Mailchimp
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UniversesUniverses

Universes is an additional module for Vital Statistics for complex segment selection.

The Universe functionality means you can perform the following;

• export customers from a range of segments at one time
• dedupe customers so that they only feature once in your export
• choose to only export a number of customer records, prioritised by the segments
• export only the records you need to fulfil your mailing

Step 1. Create or identify the segments for your UniverseStep 1. Create or identify the segments for your Universe

The first step of creating a Universe is to build a selection of segments OR identify the segments
you want to build into a Universe.

Step 2. Ensure the segments are up-to-dateStep 2. Ensure the segments are up-to-date

Before you can add segments to the Universe, make sure you have refreshed them and they
are bang up to date.

Step 3. Navigate to UniversesStep 3. Navigate to Universes

Under the Campaigns tab, choose the option Universes. This will take you to the Universes
homepage.
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Step 4. Create new UniverseStep 4. Create new Universe

Click on the 'New Universe' button on the homepage.

Fill in the details in the top box, particularly any which have a red dash at the front. These are
required before you continue.

• Code - This could be a unique code to help you identify the Universe in the future such as a
date or user intitals.

• Name - The name of your Universe to help you identify it going forward.
• Description - Describe in more detail the purpose of the Universe and what segments will be

added
• Universe Folder - Pick the destination folder of where the Universe will be saved.

Next, choose how you want to dedupe the customers in the Universe.

Select your dedupeSelect your dedupe
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Once you have filled in the details in the top box, you will need to choose the dedupe method.

The dedupe takes into account bookers that may feature in more than one of the segments. We
provide a range of dedupe options depending on the quality of your customer data.

Choose your dedupe method and click 'Save & Close'

Step 5. Add segmentsStep 5. Add segments

Next, click 'Add Segment'. Search for the segments you wish to add to the Universe and tick to
select them using the left hand box. Click on the Save button when you are ready.
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Step 6. Prioritise segments in UniverseStep 6. Prioritise segments in Universe

Next, click on 'Edit Universe' at the top of the page. This will take you to the screen as above.

On this page you can do the following;

• Prioritise the segments within the Universe - Move the segments up or down to decide
which have priority. This is very useful if you are exporting only a selection of the records

• Change the dedupe preference
• Progress to exporting the customer data

Step 7. Export dataStep 7. Export data

Click on 'Export' in the bottom right hand corner.

Enter your mailing detailsEnter your mailing details

• Enter File Name
• Choose a 'Campaign Code'
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• Choose a 'Reason for Export'

Select Export RecordsSelect Export Records

Next, select the number of records you want to export.

• Select 'Export all records from selected segment(s) if you want to download all deduped
records in the Universe

• Or select 'Export random sample from selected segment(s) and choose to export a % of all
records or choose to export exactly X number of records

Select the columns you want displayedSelect the columns you want displayed

Select the columns you want displayed. Select the customer details you need to fulfil your
mailing.
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Remaining RecordsRemaining Records

Select the records you wish to leave within your Universe once you have exported the customer
records.

ExportExport

Click on 'Append & Export' when you are ready to go! The file will download and you have your
perfectly formed deduped file.
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VS AnalysisVS Analysis
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Event AnalysisEvent Analysis

Using Event Bands, Event Analysis is a tool to analyse customers who attend events on a
number of variables such as;

sales patterns, customer behaviour, customer demographics and performance and event
behaviour.

Step 1. Create your Event BandStep 1. Create your Event Band

Event Analysis is run on Event Bands, you can find a guide on how to create them here. They
are located in Vital Statistics under Tools > Search for...Event Bands

Step 2. Navigate to Event AnalysisStep 2. Navigate to Event Analysis

Event Analysis is located under the Analysis Tab. If you are located on the homepage, hover
over the Analysis option in the right hand menu and click on Event Analysis.

Step 3. Select your Event BandStep 3. Select your Event Band

The Event Analysis page has a left hand menu where you make your selections.

Choose the Event Band you wish to analyse from the drop down menu which is ordered in
alphabetical order. You can only select one event band at a time.
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Step 4. Select an Analysis optionStep 4. Select an Analysis option

The Analysis drop down menu gives you two options - Customer Analysis and Sales Analysis.
They each have a selection of audience behaviours that you can analyse.

• Customer AnalysisCustomer Analysis - Variables based on the customer itself such as postcode.
• Sales AnalysisSales Analysis - Variables based on the transactions customers made to the events in the

event band.

Step 5. Select an X axis optionStep 5. Select an X axis option

Once you have picked your Analysis option, you have a selection of filters. You can see a full
glossary of these options here. What you pick is completely dependent on the analysis you are
trying to create, so it is best to write down what you want to achieve and then find the option
that matches your aim.
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Step 6. Select a Y axis optionStep 6. Select a Y axis option

Once you have picked your X Axis option, you have a selection of audience filters. You can see a
full glossary of these options here.

These will change the results based on if you are interested in the results based on bookers,
income or tickets. For example, your analysis may be to look into the revenue impact of
customers who go to classical music events.

Step 7. Click Display ChartStep 7. Click Display Chart

Once you are happy with your selection click Display Chart. Your chart will then be displayed in
the centre of the screen.
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Step 8. Changing the configuration of the chartStep 8. Changing the configuration of the chart

To change how the chart looks, update the Configure Chart options on the bottom of the left
hand menu. For example, by updating the Chart Type you can make the graph into a pie chart
or line chart or if the labels are too large you can make them smaller by changing the label font
size options.

Step 9. Saving the ResultsStep 9. Saving the Results

• Click 'View Data' in the top right to see the data behind the chart. You can copy the data to
excel if you wish by highlighting the table and using copy and paste.

• Click ‘Print Chart’ to keep a friendly version of the graph.
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Business PerformanceBusiness Performance

Using Event Bands and Segments, Business Performance is a tool to analyse your
customers and events on a number of variable such as;

sales patterns, customer behaviour, customer demographics and performance and event
behaviour.

Step 1. Create your Event BandStep 1. Create your Event Band

Business Performance is run on Event Bands and Segments. You can fine a guide on how to
create them here.

Event Bands

Segments

They are located in Vital Statistics under Tools > Search for...

Step 2. Navigate to Business PerformanceStep 2. Navigate to Business Performance

Business Performance is located under the Analysis Tab. If you are on the homepage hover
over the Analysis option in the right hand menu and click on Business Performance.
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Step 3. Select your Segment and Event BandStep 3. Select your Segment and Event Band

Under the ‘Select items for Analysis’ section - Select your Segment and Event Band. If your
segment doesn’t appear try going back and refreshing it. Click on Add and the selection will
move the Current Items box below. The key to Business Performance is that you can more than
one item for analysis so you can compare behaviour on one graph.

Step 4. Choose your Analysis TypeStep 4. Choose your Analysis Type

The Analysis drop down menu gives you two options - Customer Analysis and Sales Analysis.
They each have a selection of audience behaviours that you can analyse.

• Customer AnalysisCustomer Analysis - Variables based on the customer itself such as postcode.
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• Sales AnalysisSales Analysis - Variables based on the transactions customers made to the events in the
event band.

Step 5. Select a X axis optionStep 5. Select a X axis option

Once you have picked your Analysis option, you have a selection of filters. You can see a full
glossary of these options here. What you pick is completely dependent on the analysis you are
trying to create, so it is best to write down what you want to achieve and then find the option
that matches your aim.

Step 6. Select a Y axis optionStep 6. Select a Y axis option

Once you have picked your X Axis option, you have a selection of audience filters. You can see a
full glossary of these options here.

These will change the results based on if you are interested in the results based on bookers,
income or tickets. For example, your analysis may be to look into the revenue impact of
customers who go to classical music events.
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Step 7. Click on Refresh ChartStep 7. Click on Refresh Chart

Once you are happy with your selection click Display Chart. Your chart will then be displayed in
the centre of the screen.
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Multiple items for analysisMultiple items for analysis

If you have chosen to analyse multiple items then you will see the graph look as above.

Step 8. Changing the configuration of the chartStep 8. Changing the configuration of the chart

To change how the chart looks, click on Configure and update the Configure Chart options on
the bottom of the left hand menu. For example, by updating the Chart Type you can make the
graph into a pie chart or line chart or if the labels are too large you can make them smaller by
changing the label font size options.
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Step 9. Saving the resultsStep 9. Saving the results

• Click 'View Data' in the top right to see the data behind the chart. You can copy the data to
excel if you wish by highlighting the table and using copy and paste.

• Click ‘Print Chart’ to keep a friendly version of the graph.
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X Axis options glossaryX Axis options glossary

These are the different filter options you can pick when running Event Analysis or Business
Performance.

Customer AnalysisCustomer Analysis

• AreaArea - Analyse customers against Postal Area geography. This is the first 2 characters in the
postcode. For example, the highlighted section here: GUGU1 4SJ

• Booking TimeBooking Time - Analyse customers against when they purchased their tickets for the events
in your event band. We band the booking times to make it easier.

• CountryCountry - Analyse customers against the Country field on your database. This is not a
derived data field and so will be dependent on the options available on your ticketing
system.

• CountyCounty - Analyse customers against the County field on your database. This is not a derived
data field and so will be dependent on the options available on your ticketing system.

• DistrictDistrict - Analyse customers against Postal District geography. This is the first 4 characters in
the postcode. For example, the highlighted section here: GU1GU1 4SJ

• Mosaic GroupMosaic Group - If you have a license for Experian's Mosaic we can add this to the Analysis
tab for you to analyse customers against Mosaic Group.

• Mosaic TypeMosaic Type - If you have a license for Experian's Mosaic we can add this to the Analysis tab
for you to analyse customers against Mosaic Type.

• Repeat AttendanceRepeat Attendance - Analyse how many repeat attendances customers have made within
the event band.

• SectorSector - Analyse customers against Postal Sector geography. This is the first 6 characters in
the postcode. For example, the highlighted section here: GU1 4GU1 4SJ

Sales AnalysisSales Analysis

• Data CaptureData Capture - Analyse customers to understand what proportion provided their name and
address details when purchasing their tickets.

• Day of PerformanceDay of Performance - Analyse customers against which day they attended the events in your
event band.

• Day of TransactionDay of Transaction - Analyse customers against which day they purchased their tickets for
the events in your event band.

• Day of Week of PerformanceDay of Week of Performance - Analyse customers against which day of the week e.g.
Monday, Tuesday etc they attended the events in your event band.

• Day of Week of TransactionDay of Week of Transaction - Analyse customers against which day of the week e.g. Monday,
Tuesday etc they purchased their tickets for the events in your event band.

• Discount CodesDiscount Codes - Analyse customers against the discount code they used to purchase tickets
for the events in your event band.
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• EventsEvents - Analyse customers against the exact event that the customer attended in your event
band.

• Group SizeGroup Size - Analyse customers against the number of tickets they purchased e.g group size
that the customer purchased for the event in your event band.

• LocationLocation - Analyse customers against the location of the exact event that the customer
attended in your event band.

• Month of PerformanceMonth of Performance - Analyse customers against which month they attended the events
in your event band.

• Month of TransactionMonth of Transaction - Analyse customers against which month they purchased their tickets
for the events in your event band.

• PerformancePerformance - Analyse customers against the exact performance e.g. Exact date and time of
performance within an event, that the customer attended in your event band.

• Price BandPrice Band - Analyse customers against the price band they used to purchase tickets for the
events in your event band.

• Qtr of PerformanceQtr of Performance - Analyse customers against which financial quarter they attended the
events in your event band.

• Qtr of TransactionQtr of Transaction - Analyse customers against which financial quarter they purchased their
tickets for the events in your event band.

• Sales ChannelSales Channel - Analyse customers against the sales channel they used to purchase tickets
for the events in your event band.

• Sales OperatorSales Operator - Analyse customers against the sales operator they used to purchase tickets
for the events in your event band.

• Week of PerformanceWeek of Performance - Analyse customers against which week they attended the events in
your event band.

• Week of TransactionWeek of Transaction - Analyse customers against which week they purchased their tickets
for the events in your event band.

• Weeks OutWeeks Out - Analyse customers against when they purchased their tickets for the events in
your event band.

• Year of PerformanceYear of Performance - Analyse customers against which year they attended the events in
your event band.

• Year of TransactionYear of Transaction - Analyse customers against which year they purchased their tickets for
the events in your event band.
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Y Axis options glossaryY Axis options glossary

These are the different filter options you can pick when running Event Analysis or Business
Performance.

Select a Y Axis...Select a Y Axis...

• Avg. Booking TimeAvg. Booking Time - Analyse sales and customer filters against the average booking time. For
example, the average booking time against discount codes.

• Avg. Spend Per TransAvg. Spend Per Trans - Analyse sales and customer filters against the average spend per
transaction. For example, the average spend per transaction against postal area.

• BookersBookers - Analyse sales and customer filters against the count of customers.
• Bookers %Bookers % - Analyse sales and customer filters against the percentage of customers. Useful

if you are looking at a large dataset.
• Income GeneratedIncome Generated - Analyse sales and customer filters against the income generated from

the events in your event band.
• Income Generated %Income Generated % - Analyse sales and customer filters against the percentage of the

income generated from the events in your event band. Useful if you are looking at a large
dataset.

• Ticket YieldTicket Yield - Analyse sales and customer filters against the ticket yield. The ticket yield is the
average ticket price customers purchased for the events in your event band.

• Ticket SoldTicket Sold - Analyse sales and customer filters against the count of tickets sold.
• Ticket Sold %Ticket Sold % - Analyse sales and customer filters against the percentage of tickets sold for

the events in your event band.
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VS ReportsVS Reports
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Audit: FrequencyAudit: Frequency

The Audit: Frequency report gives you the customer, tickets and revenue breakdown by
frequency of attendance within a date range of events.

Step 1. Choose the Audit: FrequencyStep 1. Choose the Audit: Frequency

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Audit: Frequency report and click on the
Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Choose the Event Start Date, then Event End Date. These dates will narrow down the selection
of location and events available for selection,

Next, choose the Locations, and then choose the Events by either selecting all or choosing
specific events.

Always follow this set order when adding your parameters. Then hit View Report and wait for
the results to load.

Step 3. Interpret the ReportStep 3. Interpret the Report

The Report tells you how many times a customer re-attended in your selected date range,
location and events. For example, using the report below for a frequency of 2 that means 1,116
customers made 2 visits within the events you selected. The visits could have been to any 2
events aslong as they are in your selection.

The graph demonstrates the results underneath. The bar chart shows you the proportion of
bookers, tickets and revenue for each frequency and the line graph shows you the average
ticket yield.
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Frequency Analysis ResultsFrequency Analysis Results

Tips and HintsTips and Hints

• It is always important to give the results context. If you have run the Report for your
Financial Year, run the year previous to compare how the results have changed. If you have
run the Report for your Season, compare it to the same date range the previous year. This
will give you an answer to the 'So what?' question. Has your audiences frequency improved
or declined?

• Running this report gives you a fantastic summary as it shows you proportionately what
your frequent customers deliver to your organisation. They may make up a small proportion
of bookers but deliver a much higher proportion of revenue. This report tells you this in a
quick summary.

• If one of your audience development objectives is to improve how often a customer is
attending you can run the Audit: Frequency report to monitor if your efforts have delivered a
successful increase in frequency.

• However, frequency is just one factor of many to help improve your customer relationship
management, so be sure to run this alongside other audit reports to get the full picture.
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Audit: Geographic AnalysisAudit: Geographic Analysis

The Audit: Geographic Analysis report gives you the customer, tickets and revenue
breakdown by a selection of geographic regions within a date range of events.

Step 1. Choose the Audit: Geographic Analysis reportStep 1. Choose the Audit: Geographic Analysis report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Audit: Geographic Analysis report and click
on the Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Choose the Event Start Date then Event End Date. These dates will narrow down the selection
of location and events available for selection.

Next, choose the Locations and then choose the Events by either selecting all or choosing
specific events.

Next, Select the Region Type. You can pick a postal geography (postcode area is the largest and
postal sector is the smallest). Select minimum bookers per region will ensure if you have areas
with small amounts of customers they do not show in the report.

Always follow this set order when adding your parameters. Then hit View Report and wait for
the results to load.

Step 3. Interpret the ReportStep 3. Interpret the Report

The Report tells you how many customers attended from each region in your selected date
range, location and events. It also breaks down the region by tickets and revenue. You can re-
order the report to show the most popular region by any of these columns.
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The Report also provides you estimated population figures so that you can see the percentage
of bookers into each region. This provides context to your figures so you can see how well you
are actually penetrating into each of your top regions.

Geographic Analysis ResultsGeographic Analysis Results

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• It is always important to give the results context. If you have run the Report for your
Financial Year, run the year previous to compare how the results have changed. If you have
run the Report for your Season, compare it to the same date range the previous year. This
will give you an answer to the 'So what?' question. Has your audiences frequency improved
or declined.

• You can run this report to monitor the response of outdoor campaigns. Run the report at
Postcode Sector level for a detailed, granular level report.

• This report can be run on any combination of events within a date range therefore you can
compare drama against musicals to see if the audience is different.

• If one of your audience development objectives is to improve attendance from certain areas
within your catchment you can use this report to monitor attendance to if your efforts are
paying off.
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Summary: CRM SummarySummary: CRM Summary

The Summary: CRM Summary report gives you a breakdown of customer type per calendar
year for a 5 year period.

Step 1. Choose the Summary: CRM Summary ReportStep 1. Choose the Summary: CRM Summary Report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Summary: CRM Summary report and click
on the Run option next to the report description. The CRM Summary report is an instant report
so there is no need to add in any parameters. Once you have hit the Run button your report will
appear.

Step 2.Step 2. Interpret the ReportInterpret the Report

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• Customer relationship management is hugely important to monitor where you allocate your
marketing budget. Are you attracting more first timers than existing customers? If not, you
may need to increase your marketing spend on above the line activity.
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• Simply put, if a customer does not re-attend they will lapse and are very unlikely to re-attend
again after a set number of days. Therefore, understanding your lapsed threshold gives you
clarity on how important it is to engage with your existing customer base within a set time
frame.

• The CRM Summary report gives you an overview of future bookings too, therefore at the
time of running the report you can see what the proportion of future bookings are from new
customers vs. existing customers.

• You are unlikely to run this report on a daily or even weekly basis. However, by running it
monthly it will ensure that these statistics stay central to your marketing strategy and
planning of activity.
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Audit: Patron SpendAudit: Patron Spend

The Audit: Patron Spend report gives you the customer, tickets and revenue breakdown by
spend on within a date range of events.

Step 1. Choose the Audit: Patron SpendStep 1. Choose the Audit: Patron Spend

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Audit: Patron Spend report and click on the
Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Choose the Event Start Date, then Event End Date. These dates will narrow down the selection
of location and events available for selection,

Next, choose the Locations, and then choose the Events by either selecting all or choosing
specific events.

Always follow this set order when adding your parameters. Then hit View Report and wait for
the results to load.

Step 3. Interpret the ReportStep 3. Interpret the Report

The Report tells you how much a customer has spent in your selected date range, location and
events. For example, using the report below for a frequency of 2 that means 1,116 customers
made 2 visits within the events you selected. The visits could have been to any 2 events aslong
as they are in your selection.

The graph demonstrates the results underneath. The bar chart shows you the proportion of
bookers, tickets and revenue for each frequency and the line graph shows you the average
ticket yield.
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Patron Spend Analysis ResultsPatron Spend Analysis Results
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Summary: Data HygieneSummary: Data Hygiene

The Summary: Data Hygiene report gives you a breakdown of the state of your customer
database.

Step 1. Choose the Summary: Data Hygiene ReportStep 1. Choose the Summary: Data Hygiene Report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Summary: Data Hygiene report and click on
the Run option next to the report description. The Summary: Data Hygiene report is an instant
report so there is no need to add in any parameters. Once you hit the Run button your report
will appear.

Step 2. Interpret the ReportStep 2. Interpret the Report

Quality of data capture is vital to any organisation's marketing effort. The following
summarises some of the key performance indicators for data collection. Note, these counts
exclude tickets sold on the door.

The report is broken down into 4 sections

Data Omitted From FieldsData Omitted From Fields

Audit your database on a regular basis to ensure you are collecting data to perform the
marketing tasks required.
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DuplicatesDuplicates

Every 6 months we suggest you check your duplicate levels and take the opportunity to
download the names to dedupe in your ticketing system. This will then be pulled through into
Vital Statistics.

DPA StatusDPA Status

The data protection agreement with your customers is key to the start of their journey and
relationship with you. For every customer that answers no that is one less customer you can
encourage to make a repeat visit.
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Suspect AccountsSuspect Accounts

All organisations have to process tickets through the ticketing system for administration
purposes. Keeping these accounts to a minimum and correctly labelled will mean they don't
affect customer analysis.

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• Run this report every 6 months to keep on top of your data hygiene.
• Your database is your most important asset and so training your box office team on the

importance of data collection and data hygiene is imperative. Do they know why collecting
data correctly is so important?

• Audience insight and analysis is only as good as the data that goes into it. There is no point
in doing any work to understand your audience better without a clean database.
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Summary: Sales By YearSummary: Sales By Year

The Summary: Sales By Year report gives you a breakdown of key performance indicators
by calendar year.

Step 1. Choose the Summary: Sales By Year ReportStep 1. Choose the Summary: Sales By Year Report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Summary: Sales By Year report and click on
the Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Once you have chosen the Location(s) you want to run the report on, click on View Report. We
recommend you then view the report as a PDF.
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Step 3. Interpret the ReportStep 3. Interpret the Report

Using this simple report you can quickly compare these key performance indicators.

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• This report is best downloaded as a PDF using the export functionality at the top of the
page.

• It is always important to give your results context. If your sales are up or down you can
understand if this has been influenced by a change in the number of performances,
customers, visits, tickets and revenue.

• Compare the locations at your organisation to see which are performing well in comparison.
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Snapshot: EventSnapshot: Event

The Snapshot: Event report gives you an overview of transactional and customer trends for
an event which can be used before, during or after the event to keep you informed.

Step 1. Choose the Snapshot: EventStep 1. Choose the Snapshot: Event

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Snapshot: Event report and click on the Run
option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Pinpoint the event you wish to run the snapshot on then click on View Report.

Step 3. Interpret the ResultsStep 3. Interpret the Results

The report is broken down into the following sections.

Key Performance statisticsKey Performance statistics

Non Quick Sale
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Capacity Achieved by Weeks OutCapacity Achieved by Weeks Out

Customers Relationship to YouCustomers Relationship to You
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Weeks Since Last AttendanceWeeks Since Last Attendance

Use in conjunction with Customer Relationship To You pyramid for predictions of Recency and
Frequency.

Top Ten Previous & Future events customers attendedTop Ten Previous & Future events customers attended

Use to help plan and project customer journeys from one event to the next.
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Group SizeGroup Size

Attracting groups can help with the commercial success of your event.

Discount CodeDiscount Code

Sales ChannelSales Channel
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Sector BreakdownSector Breakdown

Postal breakdown is only worth while when you can put it into context. We've added the
estimated population figures from the census and a penetration so you can understand the
opportunity in each area.

Additional feature - Marketing Activity ReviewAdditional feature - Marketing Activity Review

All venues will review sales when they send out a direct marketing email or letter but may not
evaluate the return on investment or overall response rate. Our campaign management
provides you tagging against each customer record so you can quickly track if they go on to
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book within your evaluation period with no extra work from you. We also track how many
tickets they purchase and at what price.
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Snapshot: SeasonSnapshot: Season

The Snapshot: Season report gives you an overview of transactional and customer trends
for an event band which can be used before, during or after the Season to keep you
informed.

Step 1. Choose the Snapshot: Season ReportStep 1. Choose the Snapshot: Season Report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Snapshot: Season report and click on the
Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Create your Event Band (or Season)Step 2. Create your Event Band (or Season)

For more detail on how to create an event band please refer to our event band article.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Choose your event band from the drop down and click on View Report.
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In this example, we're looking at the calendar year of 2009. The objective is to see the customer
booking trends holistically rather than event by event.

Step 3. Interpret the ResultsStep 3. Interpret the Results

For a better understanding of each section of the report you can refer to the Snapshot: Event
article.
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Audit: Tickets Sold by Weeks OutAudit: Tickets Sold by Weeks Out

The Audit: Tickets Sold by Weeks Out report shows the sales of multiple events for
comparison.

Step 1. Choose the Audit: Tickets Sold by Weeks Out ReportStep 1. Choose the Audit: Tickets Sold by Weeks Out Report

Under the Analysis tab, choose Report List. Find the Audit: Tickets Sold by Weeks Out report
and click on the Run option next to the report description.

Step 2. Add your parameters to the Report settingsStep 2. Add your parameters to the Report settings

Choose to show the results as a cumulative curve or as tickets sold by week. Then choose the
Events you wish to compare from the drop down list. Click on View Report when you're ready to
go.
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Step 3. Interpret the ResultsStep 3. Interpret the Results

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• This report is looking at the tickets and revenue for the events you have selected by 'Weeks
Out'. This is based on performance date and transaction date.

• The aim of the report is to help you understand advance bookers vs. impulse bookers.
• For a long run, this means that as bookers are purchasing tickets for performances across a

long date range, the tickets and revenue figures will constantly be changing.
• For example, two customers can purchase tickets on the same day with one customer

purchasing for a performance 2 weeks out and one customer purchasing for a performance
4 weeks out.
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Create a segment for a Brochure Mailing *NEWCreate a segment for a Brochure Mailing *NEW
ARTICLE*ARTICLE*
How to decrease the number of customers you send your brochure to, whilst increasing ROI on
the brochure mailing, by segmenting customers by their propensity to book tickets as a result
of having received a brochure.

PLEASE NOTE: this feature is not available to all Vital Statistics clients.

First of all, create your Brochure mailing in the normal way.

Log into Vital Statistics, hover over "Tools" and then "Search for", and click on Segments.

Click on "New segment"

Give your segment a name (Required) and description (optional), and save it into a folder.

Making sure that you are still in the "Include in Selection" option, create your FIRST Criteria:
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On the first tab - "Events customers attended" - choose the performance date range you want
to filter by. Make any further filter choices (specific events/event bands, performances etc)
using the additional drop down filter options. User the "Customer's behaviour to selected
events" tab to use further filtering by their purchase behaviour if you want.

Then navigate to the "Filter by customer's attributes".

Add your first two filters as normal:
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Valid address = Address valid

Data Protection = Can market

Then add a third filter: using the "Classified Customers' option, search for "Control Group",
select the result, and insert the option "Control Group (Brochure Experiment Autumn 2017)" as
well.
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Click SAVE AND COUNT and then BACK.

Now add in your SECOND Criteria.
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This time, just build your segment as you usually would: the time period plus any further filters
in the "Events Customers Attended" tab, any filters you need in the "Customer's behaviour to
selected events" tab, and finally the Address Valid and Can Market filters in the "Filter by
Customer's attributes" tab.

Click SAVE AND COUNT and then BACK.

Finally, move to the "Remove from Selection" option, and then click on "New Criteria".

Navigate straight to the "Filter by Customer's Attributes"
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Choose the "Classified Customers" filter.

First, search for, select and include any of the usual Classification Codes you use to exclude
customers (i.e. "gone away", "do not mail", "deceased" etc).
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Then, still in the "Classified Customers" option, search again for "Exclude", select and insert the
result "Exclude Group (Brochure Experiment Autumn 2017)". Save.

Click SAVE AND COUNT and then BACK.

You will be back at the main page for your segment. You will see that there are two "Include In"
and one "remove from" criteria.
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Finally, click "Refresh Segment".

You will be presented with a final customer count: the first criteria (the "control group", as it
includes the Control customer classification, PLUS the second criteria (the segment that you
created "as normal"), MINUS all exclusions (such as classified customers "do not mail", "gone
away", "deceased", and most importantly of all, "Exclude group (brochure experiment Autumn
2017)". By using the "control group" and "exclude group" classifications in this way, the
customer count should be c.10% lower than usual, having taken out any customers who are
flagged as being unlikely to book tickets as a result of receiving a brochure, thus saving you
money on print and distribution.
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Your segment is now ready to export and use for mailings.
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Membership Report - CHURNMembership Report - CHURN

What's your churn rate for memberships?What's your churn rate for memberships?

How many have renewed? How many still have time to renew? Run this report to check for
membership churn rates by as little as one month or as many years as you want, for a selection
or all of your membership types.

How to run the reportHow to run the report

First, log in to Vital Statistics, and then navigate to the "Reports List" page, and select the report
called "Membership Churn".

You can now choose the amount of time that you want to look at memberships churn rates for,
and for which kinds of memberships in particular. In this example, we are looking at churn rates
for 1 year - September 2016 to September 2017, and we are looking at ALL membership types.
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The report will open up. It is more than just one page - use the navigation arrows to go through
the full report. You can use the "export" function to export the report in a variety of formats to
share with colleagues.
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Now, to read and interpret the report. The first page covers all data, and then there are
subsequent pages for each of the membership types selected.

How to read and interpret the reportHow to read and interpret the report

Here are the list of columns, what they mean, and how you can use them.
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COLUMNCOLUMN

MonthMonth Which month the figures are for.Which month the figures are for.

OpeningOpening
BalanceBalance

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who had an active selectedwho had an active selected
membership when the monthmembership when the month
started.started.

Totals:Totals:
NewNew

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who took out a membership of thewho took out a membership of the
selected type for the first time inselected type for the first time in
the month.the month.

A customer has a ‘new’ membership if
they have not had this same membership
within the last 4 months.

i.e. if their membership starts on the 15th

June 2017 they can only be a ‘New’
customer if they have either:
1. never had this membership before or;
2. they have had this membership before
but the expiry date was more than 4

months ago (i.e. later than 16th Feb 2017)

Totals: ToTotals: To
RenewRenew

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who have the selectedwho have the selected
membership which is due tomembership which is due to
expire in the month.expire in the month.

i.e. on page 2 of the example report, 2398
members on the “Theatre Card -
Standard” membership type are due to
renew in September 2017.

Renewals:Renewals:
EarlyEarly

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
whose membership expires in thewhose membership expires in the
month and who renewed betweenmonth and who renewed between
1 – 4 months before expiry month.1 – 4 months before expiry month.

A customer will renew their membership
early if they renew it between 1 and 4
months before the expiry of the existing
membership.
E.g. if their membership is due to expire

on the 15th June 2017 they will be classed
as an ‘early renewal’ if they have bought a
membership on the same level where the

start date is between 15th Feb 2017 and

14th May 2017.
The % figure is the number of early
Renewals displayed as a percentage of all
the customers who had a membership
due for renewal in that month.

Renewals:Renewals:
On TimeOn Time

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
whose membership expires in thewhose membership expires in the
month and who renewed ‘On-month and who renewed ‘On-
Time’ i.e. they renewed within 1Time’ i.e. they renewed within 1
month of their actual expiry datemonth of their actual expiry date
up to 1 month after the expiryup to 1 month after the expiry
date.date.

A customer will renew their membership
‘on-time’ if they renew between 1 month
beforebefore and 1 month afterafter their
membership expires.
e.g. if their current membership expires

on 15th June 2017 they will renew on time
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if they buy another membership of the

same level between 15th May 2017 and

14th July 2017.
The % figure is the number of On Time
Renewals displayed as a percentage of all
the customers who had a membership
due for renewal in that month.

Renewals:Renewals:
LateLate

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
whose membership expires in thewhose membership expires in the
month and who renewed betweenmonth and who renewed between
1 and 4 months after expiry.1 and 4 months after expiry.

Late renewals will be counted where a
customer’s membership expires in the
month and they buy another membership
of the same type between 1 and 4 months
after the expiry date of their current
membership.
E.g. if a customer’s membership expires

on the 15th June 2017, they will be a late
renewal if they buy another membership
on the same level where the start date of

the new membership is between 15th July

2017 and 14th October 2017.
The % figure is the number of late
Renewals displayed as a percentage of all
the customers who had a membership
due for renewal in that month

Renewals:Renewals:
TotalTotal
RenewalsRenewals

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
whose membership expires in thewhose membership expires in the
month and who renewed Early,month and who renewed Early,
On-Time or Late.On-Time or Late.

The Total renewals column displays the
total number of customers who have
been counted as an Early, On-Time or
Late renewer.
The % figure is the number of late

Renewals displayed as a percentage of all
the customers who had a membership
due for renewal in that month

Churn: StillChurn: Still
To RenewTo Renew

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who have not yet renewed theirwho have not yet renewed their
membership but who couldmembership but who could
become a ‘Late’ renewal.become a ‘Late’ renewal.

The Still To Renew columns tells us how
many customers have not yet lapsed.
I.e. if they renewed today they would be
counted as either an On Time or Late
renewer. As soon as four months from
the date of their expiry passes they will
move from Still To Renew to Lapsed.

Churn:Churn:
TotalTotal
Lapsed ToLapsed To
DateDate

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who did not renew theirwho did not renew their
membership within 4 months ofmembership within 4 months of

The Total Lapsed to Date column tells us
how many customers did not renew their
membership (at the same level) within 4
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the expiry date of theirthe expiry date of their
membership.membership.

months of the expiry date of their current
membership.

NetNet
Movement:Movement:
ClosingClosing
BalanceBalance

The total number of customersThe total number of customers
who had an active membership atwho had an active membership at
the end of the month.the end of the month.

At the end of the month, this totals how
many customer had an active
membership of the type selected by the
filters.

NetNet
Movement:Movement:
MvmtMvmt

TheThe differencedifference between thebetween the
Closing month balance and theClosing month balance and the
Opening month balance – providesOpening month balance – provides
an indication of whether thean indication of whether the
month saw a net loss or gain ofmonth saw a net loss or gain of
members.members.

This details the difference between the
opening and closing balance of the month
in order to provide a net change figure i.e.
how many more or fewer members were
there at the end of the month than at the
beginning?

Example report: dates chosen: September 2016 - September 2017.

Membership types chosen: all.

Now we go to subsequent pages to see the same data analytics applied to each of the different
types of membership.

Example: Theatre Card - Standard
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Here are the following two pages - for Theatre Card - Gold, and Theatre Card - Direct Debit.
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If you need to alter any of the parameters (such as the months you're looking at or the types of
membership), simply go to the top of the page, reselect your required parameters, and run the
report again.

IMPORTANT NOTEIMPORTANT NOTE

The "New" column for each month is not a true indicator of how many memberships are brandbrand
newnew (i.e. customers who have never held memberships before). It includes customers who have
moved, at the point of renewal, from one type of membership to another.

For example: in the screenshot below, for Standard memberships only, it says that there were
1995 New memberships in October 2016. However, these 1995 memberships may include
customers who moved from Gold or Direct Debit memberships at the point of renewal in
October 2016. It is therefore not a true indicator of the number of purely "new" memberships
purchased during that month. A further report for purely "New" memberships is currently
being developed.
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Membership Report - MOVEMENTMembership Report - MOVEMENT

How many customers are moving to a different type ofHow many customers are moving to a different type of
membership when they renew?membership when they renew?

The movement report provides insight on how customers are up- or down-grading between
different memberships at renewal time. E.g. are customers moving from the Standard
Membership to the Direct Debit membership when they renew?

First, log in to Vital Statistics, navigate to the Report List,

First, choose the month(s) you want to look at, using the "Report From" and "Report To" drop
down options.
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Then select which type of memberships you're interested in looking at the movement for. This
example uses all three memberships in the example report. Click "View Report" to run it.

When the report is run, make sure that you know whether the data is all on one page, or
whether it goes across multiple pages, using the navigation arrows.

The report can be exported in a variety of formats and shared with colleagues using the
"Export" function.
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Here's a breakdown of the columns and what they mean.

ColumnColumn ContentContent

Month The month that renewals are due.

Membership What type of Membership we’re looking at:
splits into as many memberships as you
selected to look at.

Total To Renew The total number of memberships due to
renew in that month.

Lapsed How many memberships due to renew in
that month were not renewed at all. (Plus the
% of the total number of memberships due
to renew that are lapsed)

Theatre Card - Direct Debit How many of the memberships renewed in
this month bought this type of membership.
(Plus the % of the total number of
memberships due to renew that are lapsed)

Theatre Card - Standard How many of the memberships renewed in
this month bought this type of membership.
(Plus the % of the total number of
memberships due to renew that are lapsed)

Theatre Card Gold How many of the memberships renewed in
this month bought this type of membership.
(Plus the % of the total number of
memberships due to renew that are lapsed)

Here's a copy of the report covering September 2016 - May 2017.
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Now let's look at a detailed breakdown of a month's Membership movements, using November
2016 as the example.

If you need to alter any of the parameters (such as the months you're looking at or the types of
membership), simply go to the top of the page, reselect your required parameters, and run the
report again.
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Membership Report - LONGEVITYMembership Report - LONGEVITY

Select measures based on the length of membershipSelect measures based on the length of membership

First, log in to Vital Statistics, navigate your way to the Report List, and run the report called
"Membership Longevity".

Choose the type(s) of membership you'd like to analyse and the months you'd like to look at
membership data for.

For this guide we are looking at Theatre Card - Standard.
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Finally choose which area(s) of membership data you'd like to run the report on. You can select
just one, or you can pick and choose a selection by ticking the check box next to each section.

Once you've made your choice, click "View Report".
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Measure: MembersMeasure: Members

This report tells you how many years customers have been Standard members for, as of July
every year (from the end of the previous August).

In July 2017, 17025 members were in their first year of membership, 4342 members were in
their second year of membership, 3267 were in their third year of membership etc. Giving a
total number of 26641 members as of July 2017.

Looking at the row going across, the number repeats itself. This shows that the 3267 customers
who are in their third year of membership, as of July 2017, were also members in July 2016 and
July 2015.

Now run the report, still on the "members" measure, but looking up to and including July 2016
instead of July 2017.

You'll see that the number of members in their first year is 18641, and the number of members
in their second year of membership is 7060.

This means that, since the number of members in their third year in July 2017 is 3267, there was
a drop off of 3793 customers who did not renew their membership for a third year from July
2016 to July 2017.
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Measure: BookersMeasure: Bookers

This report tells you how many years bookers have been booking for using Standard
membership.

In this report, you see the number of Standard members in their 1st/2nd/3rd year of
membership who actually bought tickets within each year (August-July) of their membership.
This is an important one to run, because a customer may have membership but not actually
purchase any tickets within a year's period.

For example, of all the people who are in their 3rd year of Standard membership, 2812 actually
booked tickets between August 2016 and July 2017.
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Measure: TransactionsMeasure: Transactions

This gives you the number of transactions made by Standard members within each year of their
membership.

For example, there were 12868 transactions attributed to Standard members in their 2nd year
(August 2016-July 2017) of membership.

Measure: TicketsMeasure: Tickets

This gives you the number of tickets bought by Standard members within each year of their
membership.

For example, there were 33163 tickets bought by Standard members, who had been members
for three years by July 2017, in their 2nd year (August 2015-July 2016) of membership.
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Measure: Ticket SpendMeasure: Ticket Spend

This gives you the sum spent on tickets, by Standard members, within each year of their
membership.

For example, the members who were, as of July 2017, in their third year of membership, spent
£866,660 during their first year (August 2014-July 2015) of membership. They spent £943,496
during their second year (August 2015-July 2016) of membership, and £965,843 during their
third year (August 2016-July 2017) of membership.

Measure: Average Ticket PriceMeasure: Average Ticket Price

What's the average ticket price for members during each year of their membership?

Members who booked during the period August 2016-July 2017, spent on average, according to
how many years they've been Standard members:
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Year ofYear of
StandardStandard
membershipmembership
(August(August
2016-July2016-July
2017)2017)

AverageAverage
ticketticket
spendspend

1st year £29.34

2nd year £28.39

3rd year £29.59

4th year £30.40

5th year £31.17

6th year £26.95

7th year £28.84

Average
total

£29.35

You can also see how the average ticket spend across all years of membership has changed
over the years.
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Measure: Transactions per BookerMeasure: Transactions per Booker

This data gives us the average number of transactions only for Standard members who actually
booked in a year.

Bookers within their second year of membership as of July 2017, had an average of 3.5
transactions within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017), but of 3.3
transactions within their first year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).

Measure: Transactions per MemberMeasure: Transactions per Member

Unlike the previous chart (transactions per booker), this chart averages out all bookings across
all members, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period or notall members, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period or not.
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The average number of transactions for members within their second year of membership (as
of July 2017) is 3 transactions within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017),
but of 1.9 transactions within their first year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).

Measure: Tickets per BookerMeasure: Tickets per Booker

This data gives us the average number of tickets only for Standard members who actually
booked in a year.

Bookers within their second year of membership as of July 2017, bought an average of 9.9
tickets within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017), but 9.4 tickets within
their first year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).
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Measure: Tickets per MemberMeasure: Tickets per Member

Unlike the previous chart (tickets per booker), this chart averages out all tickets across allall
members, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period or notmembers, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period or not.

The average number of tickets for members within their second year of membership (as of July
2017) is 8.3 tickets bought within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017), but
of 5.4 tickets within their first year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).

Measure: Spend per BookerMeasure: Spend per Booker

This data gives us the average spend in a year's period, only for Standard members who
actually booked in a year.
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Bookers within their second year of membership as of July 2017, spent an average of £280.40
within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017), but £252.16 within their first
year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).

Measure: Spend per MemberMeasure: Spend per Member

Unlike the previous chart (tickets per booker), this chart averages out all spent within a year's
period across all members, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period orall members, regardless of whether they have booked within a year's period or
notnot.

The average spend for members within their second year of membership (as of July 2017) is
£235.39 bought within their second year of membership (August 2016-July 2017), but of £143.96
within their first year of membership (August 2016-July 2016).
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Measure: Bookers as a % of MembersMeasure: Bookers as a % of Members

Finally, this chart shows you the percentage of Standard members who actually booked ticketsactually booked tickets
within a year's period.

Between August 2016-July 2017, 90.8% of Standard members within their 5th year of
membership booked tickets, and between August 2015-July 2016, 60% of Standard members
within their 5th year of membership booked tickets.

BONUS: How to calculate FrequencyBONUS: How to calculate Frequency

If you need to know frequency by year, simply:

All Bookers: divide the number of transactions in a year by the number of bookers in that year
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Members only: divide the number of transactions in a year by the number of members'
bookings in that year

IMPORTANT NOTEIMPORTANT NOTE

If columns or cells are empty, it is simply because there is no data available for that particular
option.
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VS SegmentsVS Segments
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Segments - How to remove your criteriaSegments - How to remove your criteria

Once you have started your segment using our article Segments - How to include your
criteria you can follow these steps to remove bookers you do not want to include.

Step 1. Select to Remove criteria from your selectionStep 1. Select to Remove criteria from your selection

Click on Remove From Selection and click on New Criteria.

Step 2. Add your criteriaStep 2. Add your criteria

Within the Remove from Selection criteria you are positively identifying bookers you do not
want to communicate with. For example, you may want to remove bookers who have already
booked in the future as in the screenshot above.
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Step 3. Saving your SegmentStep 3. Saving your Segment
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Segments - How to include your criteriaSegments - How to include your criteria

A segment groups together customers based on similar patterns of behaviour and ticket
purchases. Segments can be used for mailings or for analysis.

Step 1. Navigate to SegmentsStep 1. Navigate to Segments

Under the Tools tab, choose the option 'Search For...' then select Segments. This will take you to
the Segments homepage.

Step 2. Create a new Segment FolderStep 2. Create a new Segment Folder

If this is the first time you have created a segment you may want to create your own folder to
save them in. This make it easier to search for them going forward. From the Segments
homepage, select Manage Folders and Create New Folder. Name your Segment folder and
press OK, it will then show and you can edit the Folder Name. Once you're happy, click on the
grey cross in the top right corner to go back.
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Step 3. Create a new SegmentStep 3. Create a new Segment

• Click on New Segment.
• Give your segment a name (Mandatory)
• Add a description and code if you choose. A description will help when your colleagues use

the segment
• Decide which folder the segment will be saved in (Mandatory)

Now you can go to the next stage of building your criteria.
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Step 4. Add your criteriaStep 4. Add your criteria

Using the filters, build your required segment of customers.

Events Customers AttendedEvents Customers Attended

On the first tab of your criteria, narrow down your database by the events bookers attended.
The options are;

• Performance Date RangePerformance Date Range -- Narrow down when bookers had to attend. This can be in the
past or future. They could have been to any event but it must have been in this date range.

• Classification Codes -Classification Codes - Your events are likely to be coded within your ticketing system. For
example, by touring company or genre. These are all sorted under the Classification Codes
filter. You can filter bookers by events they attended using these codes.

• Event BandsEvent Bands - If you don't have classifications in your ticketing system you can create them
in Vital Statistics using event bands.
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• Events -Events - Select bookers by specific events attended. They can be in the past or future. If you
select more than one event, the booker must have attended at least one of them. They can
potentially have attended all of them too!

• Location -Location - If your venue has more than one organisation, such as a cinema and a theatre
space you can select bookers by just the location. This is also useful is you sell for another
space and want to select those bookers.

• Location Bands -Location Bands - Similar to event bands you can create location bands in Vital Statistics. This
is useful is you have data feeding into Vital Statistics from your new and old ticketing system.

• Performance Day of Week -Performance Day of Week - Narrow down when bookers had to attend. You could compare
week bookers by weekend bookers.

• Performance Time of Day -Performance Time of Day - Narrow down when bookers had to attend. You could specify
matinee bookers.

• Performances -Performances - Narrow down when bookers attended to a specific performance rather than
the full event run.

Customer's Behaviour to Selected EventsCustomer's Behaviour to Selected Events

On the second tab of your criteria, narrow down your database by the behaviour of the
bookers. The options are;

• Transaction Date Range -Transaction Date Range - Narrow down when bookers booked tickets. This can be in the
past of future. They could have booked to any event but the booking must have been in this
date range.

• Booking days before Performance -Booking days before Performance - Specify how far in advance a booker booked their
tickets. It is important to reward early bookers and so you can mail these bookers
separately.

• Discount Bands -Discount Bands - Similar to Location bands and event bands. You may have a lot of
concession codes that you want to group. For example, mailing everyone who has used a
discount code that has been active in the last year.

• Discount Types -Discount Types - Narrow down your bookers by specific discount codes they used when
purchasing their tickets. Such as Over 60's discount.

• First Time Attenders -First Time Attenders - Narrow down your bookers by those who are first timers to the venue.
• Group Size -Group Size - Narrow down your bookers by the number of tickets they purchased.
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• Membership at Time of Booking -Membership at Time of Booking - If we pull through your memberships you can specify
those bookers who are members.

• Price Bands -Price Bands - Narrow down your bookers by where they sat within the venue.
• Sales Channel -Sales Channel - Narrow down your bookers by specific sales channel they used when

purchasing their tickets. Such as online.
• Sales Channel Band -Sales Channel Band - You can group sales channels into bands.
• Spend -Spend - In conjunction with the events they attended that you specified in the first tab
• Visits -Visits - In conjunction with the events they attended that you specified in the first tab

Filter by Customer's AttributesFilter by Customer's Attributes

On the third tab of your criteria, narrow down your selection further by the bookers attributes.
The options are;

• Address Valid -Address Valid - When creating a mailing list you can narrow down to those bookers who
have filled in the address fields. This is not a Postal address validation.

• Classified Customers -Classified Customers - Your customers are likely to be coded within your ticketing system.
For example, by genre preferences. These are all sorted under the Classied Customers filter.
You can filter bookers using these codes.

• Country -Country - Filter customers by their address, specifically the Country field.
• Current Membership -Current Membership - If we pull through your memberships you can specify those bookers

who are current members.
• Data Capture -Data Capture - Narrow down your bookers by those who have provided you data at the

point of transaction.
• Data Protection -Data Protection - Narrow down your bookers by their data protection status
• Email Valid -Email Valid - When creating a mailing list you can narrow down to those bookers who have

filled in the email adress field. This is not a verified email.
• Mailing Frequency -Mailing Frequency - When using Vital Statistics for Campaigns you can then create segments

in which you remove bookers who have regularly received communication in the recent
past.

• Mailings -Mailings - When using Vital Statistics for Campaigns you can then create segments in which
you remove bookers who have received specific communication in the recent past.

• Postal Groups -Postal Groups - Create postal groups and narrow down your bookers by their postcode.
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Saving your SegmentSaving your Segment

Once you have saved your criteria, review your segment then click on Save & Close.

To understand how to remove criteria from your selection click here.
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Segment - How do I create a segment usingSegment - How do I create a segment using
customised classifications?customised classifications?
You may wish to create a segment of customers using some very specific parameters; it's easy
to use standard segmentation filters in Vital Statistics to find customers with a high propensity
to spend, or to attend frequently, or to buy multiple tickets. But how do you create a segment
based on their personal attributes, when the filters may not be quite right for your aims?

For example, you may wish to create a segment of customers who are "super fans" of a
particular genre, e.g. Opera. Using standard filters, such as searching for specific events, event
bands or event classifications, you can simply find all customers who've attended operatic
performances. But what if you've identified a group of customers who you think are more than
just opera fans - they're "super-fans" - and you want to create a segment of these customers,
but you can't create segments by searching for individual customers?

Simple: you use customised Classification Codes to identify specific customers and then
building segments using those codes.

First of all, you need to create the customised Classification Codes and apply them to the
relevant customers. Start by logging into your Vital Statistics account; hover over "Tools" in the
menu bar, then hover over "Search for", and finally click on "Customer".
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First, search for the customer(s) you want to segment. You can search by name, email address,
postcode and/or Customer Number, and click "Search". In this case, we're looking at some
Hammonds.

All customers who fit the search term(s) will appear. Click on the Customer Number of the
customer required.

You'll be taken into the Customer's record. Scroll down to the bottom, where it says
"Classifications".
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Some customers will already have some Classification Codes applied to them, at the point of
transaction at the venue's box office. Other's won't have anything. Click on "Manage Coding
Sets", and a box will open. This is where you can create new Sets and Codes. The Set is the
overall group identifier, with one or more Codes forming that set (for example: Set = Genre, and
Codes = Classical Music, Theatre, Panto, Community etc, or Set = Orchestra, and Codes = BBC
SSO, BBC SO, BBC CO, BBC NOW, RSNO, SCO, LPO, RPO etc).

Click on "Create new set".
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Give the Set a name, and click "OK".

The Set will appear, and you will now be able to add sub-Codes to the Set. Click on "Add New
Code".
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Give your Code a name, and click "OK".

Repeat adding Codes until you have as many as you need, click "Save Changes" and close the
box.
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Now, go back to the bottom of the Customer Page; under Classification, you can now choose to
apply Sets/Codes. You can give a customer more than one Set/Code if you want.

First, choose your Set.

Then choose the Code you wish to apply to this customer, and then click "Add".
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The customer page will re-load, and you'll see the Set/Code has now been applied. If you want
to remove it, click the red "x".

Now it's time to create the Segment. First, hover over "Tools" in your menu bar, then "Search
For", then click on "Segments". Click "New Segment".

Give your Segment a name (and a description if you wish), and save it into an appropriate
Folder. Then - remaining in the "Include In Selection" tab, click on "New Criteria".
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Because we want to filter customers based on their personal attributes, and NOT on their
ticketing history, you need to tick the "Do Not Filter by Ticketing History" option at the top. This
will then take you directly to the "Filter by Customer's Attributes" tab.
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To filter by the Set/Codes you applied to your specific customers, choose the first filter option,
and in the drop-down choose "Classified Customers". The next drop-down along will default to
"Equals" - leave this as "Equals", then click on the "..." box at the far right.
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This will open up a search box: you can click "Search" to see every single Code available
(including those applied at a Box-office level), or use the "Search for" box to search by name. In
this example, I've searched by partial name. Click "Search".

All possible results that fit the search terms will appear. Click the tick box next to the one(s) you
wish to filter customers by, and click "Insert Selected". Then click "Save".
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The search terms box will close, and the segment filter will show what you've selected. Click
"Save and Count", and it will update to show you how many customers fit your filter terms (i.e.
how many customers are in this example classed as being "Opera super fans". Finally, click
"Back".
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You will be taken back to the segment Edit page. You can add further criteria if you wish, or if
you have finished filtering, click "Save and Close".

You will then be at the segment's header page. It will show you a selection of customers
included in the segment - click into their records to confirm that they meet the criteria required
to be included in the segment.

You can now use the Segment you've created for mailings, analysis, business performance etc.
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Can I have a reminder for how to do more general Segment-Can I have a reminder for how to do more general Segment-
building?building?

Yes, we've got a chapter on it HERE and HERE.
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Segments - How do I create a segment usingSegments - How do I create a segment using
customised classifications to exclude certaincustomised classifications to exclude certain
customers?customers?
When creating a Segment, you may wish to exclude some customers from being included in the
segment: perhaps you want to analyse non-members only, or you want to send a mailing
promoting your Christmas show, and therefore need to remove anyone who's already booked
to see the show you're promoting.

Perhaps you want to exclude customers by the Classification(s) they fall under; many venues
apply Classification Codes to customers at the point of transaction. If none of the Classification
Codes applied at a box office level are suited to your needs, you can create your own.create your own. This is a
great way to identify customers who have particular requests about how they can be contacted.
A customer can have multiple Classification Codes applied to their record.

First, find the customer(s) you wish to create Classification Codes for. Hover over "Tools", then
"Search for", and click on "Customer". Use the search filters to find customers using their first
name, surname, email address etc.

Click on the Customer Number of the customer you are interested in, and scroll down to the
"Classifications" section of their customer record. Click on "Manage Coding Sets" to add new
Sets and Codes.
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First, you need to create a new Set. The Set is the overgroup title of the group, whilst each Code
in the set is one of the members of the group.

Give the Set a name, and click "OK".

Now click "Add New Code"

Give the Code a name, and click "OK".

Add as many codes as you want to the Set. See below for the examples of Exclusions you may
want to use.

When you're finished, clck "Save Changes" and close the window.
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You're now able to apply the customised Classification Set/Code you created to this customer,
and to any other customers you want.

Go to the Classifications section in their customer record, and first select which Set you want to
choose a Code from. Then select which Code you want to apply from that set. Click "Add", and
the customer record will reload with that Set/Code applied (if you want to remove it, simply click
the red "X").

Now you can go ahead and create your Segment as normal; first filter customers by includingincluding
them, and then use the excludeexclude function to take customers out. Click on the "Remove from
Selection" tab, and click "New Criteria".
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Tick the "Do not filter by ticketing history" option near the bottom of the page: this will take you
directly to the "Filter by customer's attributes" filters.

Choose "Classified Customers" and "equals" from the drop-down option, and click on the "[...]"
box at the right.

In the page that opens, you can either search for the Classification Code you wish to exclude by
looking for the Set it's in...
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...or, if you know the Code name, you can search for it by full- or partial-name.

NB: if you leave everything blank and simply click "search", you will be given a list of every single
Classification Code available. This is useful if you just want to see what's available!

The results will appear in a list: tick the one(s) you want to exclude by, and click "Insert
Selected", and then "Save".
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When you click "Save and Count" it will total how many customers you have with that
Classification Code applied. Then click "Back", and finally "Refresh Segment". Your list of
customers will then be everyone whom you wished to include, MINUS anyone with the
Classification Code(s) you chose in the "Remove From Selection" tab.
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Segments - How to find First TimersSegments - How to find First Timers
To identify customers who are 'First Timers' within a specific time frame, follow these easy
steps.

NOTE: If you are looking for a quick count of First Time customers by calendar year, run the
CRM Summary report.

What is the question I am asking?What is the question I am asking?
How many customers attended my venue for the first time in the financial year ending
2017 (1 April 2016 - 31 March 2017?

How to answer my question in VS.How to answer my question in VS. Create a segment of customers that INCLUDES
people who have attended within a specific date range and EXCLUDES anyone within
that segment who has attended before the date range, resulting in a segment of first
time attenders.

Finding the answer:Finding the answer:

1. Create a new segment called 'First Timers FY2017'

2. In the first tab, Events Customers Attended, tick the PERF DATE range and choose the date
period you are looking to analyse. In this case, 1 April 2106 - 31 March 2017.

3. In the third tab, Filter by Customer's AttributesFilter by Customer's Attributes, select the option for Data Capture to ensure
you are only including customer accounts where there is data.
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NOTE: At this stage, you might also want to use any data protection or marketing preferenceNOTE: At this stage, you might also want to use any data protection or marketing preference
filters if you are planning to use the segment for mailings.filters if you are planning to use the segment for mailings.

4. click Save & Count to find the number of customers who have attended a performance within
your date range and have data in their record.

5. Click BACK which takes you to the homepage for the segment. Now create another criteria to
EXCLUDE customers who have attended previously.

6. Click on the REMOVE FROM SELECTION tab and click New Criteria

7. In the first tab, Events Customers AttendedEvents Customers Attended, create a performance date range that will
capture any previous attendances BEFORE the date range you are analysing. In this case, 1 Jan
1990 to 31 March 2016. Click SAVE & COUNT to get the number of customer who fit these
criteria and go BACK to the segment homepage.
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8. On the segment homepage, click Refresh SegmentRefresh Segment - this will give a count of customers who
attended within the required date range (1 Apr 16 - 31 Mar 17) and did not attend before those
dates. These are the First Timers in FY 2017.
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Segments - How many active bookers do I haveSegments - How many active bookers do I have
on my database?on my database?
You may want to know how many active customers you have on your database and to look at
this statistic over time, to gauge if it is growing. This can be done in segments.

1. Create a new segment

2. Click NEW CRITERIA and in tab 1, Events Customers AttendedEvents Customers Attended, create a broad PERFORMANCE
DATE search to include customers who may have booked well in advance.

3. In tab 2, Customers Behaviour to Selected EventsCustomers Behaviour to Selected Events, choose the dates for the period you want
to look at (eg last 2 years) during which customers should have made a transaction

4. In tab 3, Filter By Customer AttributesFilter By Customer Attributes, select DATA CAPTURE equals data capture, to get rid of
records with no data (these may be walk ups and possibly dupes of other records on your
database)

5. Save and count
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VS Balanced DatabaseVS Balanced Database
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Balanced Database Flow ChartBalanced Database Flow Chart

This is a guide to how to use the Balanced Database Flow Chart in Vital Statistics.

Flow ChartFlow Chart

Here are the steps to running and updating the options for the Balanced Database Flow Chart.

Step 1. Navigate to the Balanced Database MenuStep 1. Navigate to the Balanced Database Menu

Under the Analysis tab, choose the option Report List. This will load a list of available Reports in
your account. Within this list, click Run on 'Balanced Database Menu'. The following menu will
be loaded.
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Step 2. Current SettingsStep 2. Current Settings

The Flow Chart is run based on the 'Current Settings'. These are the details on the left hand side
of the menu.

To change the settings click on'Change these settings'

• Start Date and End DateStart Date and End Date - What date period would you like the flow chart to analyse? This
should be a calendar year, financial year or a season.

• Stale PeriodStale Period - The stale period states how many months before a customer has not re-
attended do we mark them as 'stale'. We will give you an indication of what this will be.

• Data ProtectionData Protection - If you wanted to only analyse customers who you have contacted through
marketing then you would pick a data protection question.

• VIP DefinitionVIP Definition - Choose how you define the 'VIP' segment. This can be Groups or Members.

Click View Report to update your settings.

Step 3. Run the Flow ChartStep 3. Run the Flow Chart

Once you are happy with the Balanced Database settings, click on 'Flow Chart & Balance Sheet'
to run the report
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Interpreting the Balanced Database Flow ChartInterpreting the Balanced Database Flow Chart

Balanced Database SegmentsBalanced Database Segments

• Not a CustomerNot a Customer - These are customers who are not on your database but are about to
become first timers.

• First TimersFirst Timers - Customers who have booked once only
• ConverteesConvertees - Customers who have booked twice. Hence the name 'convertee' as they have

made the leap from 1 initial visit to second. Customers who are Convertees have attended
twice over the last 3 years. They must have attended once in the last 18 months.

• ActivesActives - Customers who are active have attended three or more times over the last 3 years.
They must have attended once in the last 18 months.

• VIPsVIPs - Customers who are VIP can be either Members or Groups. We segment them as their
booking patterns are very different to other customers.

• StalesStales - Stale customers have not attended for a set number of months. You can choose the
stale period but we would recommend it is around 18 months.

Hints and TipsHints and Tips

• It is important to run the Flow Chart over different time frames to understand how your
database is effected by changes in programming and marketing.

• The Flow Chart can be used to help determine what marketing strategy should be adopted.
Is that a maintain strategy where you are trying to keep the balance or are you in a period
where you want to adopt a growth strategy because your database is shrinking?
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• A great advantage of the Balanced Database is that customers are automatically re-
calculated if they go on to buy more tickets or if they become lapsed. This means no extra
work for you to keep the segments right up to date.
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Balanced Database SegmentsBalanced Database Segments

A guide to create Vital Statistics Segments with Balanced Database. If you are unsure on the
basic principle of creating Segments look at our guide here.

Step 1. Navigate to SegmentsStep 1. Navigate to Segments

Under the Tools tab, choose the option 'Search For...' then select Segments. This will take you to
the Segments homepage.

Step 2. Create a new SegmentStep 2. Create a new Segment

• Click on New Segment.
• Give your Segment a name (Mandatory)
• Add a description and code if you choose. A description will help when your colleagues use

the Segment.
• Decide which folder the segment will be saved in (Mandatory)
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Step 3. Add your Balanced Database criteriaStep 3. Add your Balanced Database criteria

• On your 'Include in Selection' tab click on New Criteria
• Within the Filter Segment screen click on the third tab 'Filter by customer's attributes'
• From the first drop down menu choose 'Classified Customers'
• Click on the '...' icon for this filter line

Step 4. Lookup Classification Customers selectionStep 4. Lookup Classification Customers selection

• From the Classification Sets drop down menu choose Balanced Database Segments and click
'Search'

• Click on the Balanced Database segment that you wish to include in your segment
• Click on the 'Insert Selected' option and click Save. This will close this pop-up search box and

your selection will appear in your segment.
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If you want to add other criteria such as data protection than add this at this stage.

Step 5. Saving your SegmentStep 5. Saving your Segment

Click on Save & Count. This will update the Running Total on the right hand of the screen. Once
you are happy click on 'Back'.

Your segment is now created. At this stage, you can click on 'Save & Close' to keep your
Segment.
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Balanced Database Season PlannerBalanced Database Season Planner

This is a guide to how to use the Balanced Database Season Planner in Vital Statistics.

The Season Planner helps you to see which events are in need of support and which are on
course to meet your financial targets.

Once you have set up the Season Planner it updates on a daily basis so you can see the
effects of your marketing efforts.

Step 1. Create an Event Band of your SeasonStep 1. Create an Event Band of your Season

Firstly, create an Event Band of your up and coming Season. You can find a guide to creating an
Event Band here.
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Step 2. Add Ticket and Revenue Target to the eventsStep 2. Add Ticket and Revenue Target to the events

Next, add revenue and ticket targets to all the events in your event band.

• Navigate to each event page and select the performances using the tick box in the left hand
column and click on 'Set Targets'

• Most importantly, add the revenue target per performance and not the overall total financial
revenue target you wish to achieve. This is the total revenue divided by the number of
performances

• Click 'Apply' and you will see the table update with your target

Repeat this process for all of your events in your season event band.
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Step 3. Add a Compare EventStep 3. Add a Compare Event

For each event you need to add a comparison event to help Balanced Database understand the
make-up of the audience and the sales trajectory of the event.

The event could be the same event when it was previously at your venue or it could be a similar
event by genre, time of year or producer.

• Navigate to each event page and click on 'Add Compare Event' located under the event
name and location.

• Using the Search tool, find your comparison event and click on Save

Step 4. Run the report 'VS: BD Season Planner'Step 4. Run the report 'VS: BD Season Planner'

• Under the Analysis tab, choose the option 'Reports' then scroll down to the VS: BD Season
Planner report.

• Click on 'Run'
• Choose the 'Event Band' you have created for the Season from the drop down menu
• Click on 'View Report'
• Your report will appear with each event
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Interpreting your Balanced Database Season PlannerInterpreting your Balanced Database Season Planner

Your report will appear with all your events. If you haven't added a revenue target or
comparison event, the event will appear on a blank row.

For the events where you have added the correct detail you will be able to analyse how well
your event is performing against the revenue target and the comparison event.

Status GuideStatus Guide

• On Target -On Target - Great work! Your event is on target to do as you had predicted.
• Behind -Behind - Oh dear... Your event needs some help as the sales trajectory would suggest that

you are not going to reach your financial sales target.
• Ahead-Ahead- Wahoo! Your event is doing better than predicted and is ahead of target.
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Interpreting the Event Analysis ReportInterpreting the Event Analysis Report

The objective of this report is to guide you in deciding the bookers you should target to meet
your financial target.

Depending on the event you may need to attract a different proportion of first time bookers vs.
existing bookers.

Using your comparison event, Balanced Database will predict which customer segment will be
attracted to this event. This means you can focus your marketing activity on attracting these
specific bookers. See our Balanced Database segment guide here to create mailing lists.
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VS and GDPRVS and GDPR
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Hosting & SecurityHosting & Security
Our data infrastructure is provided by Millennia IT. Millennia only uses data centres in the UK so
you are assured that your data will not be held globally. All data centres are accredited to
ISO9001:2008 and ISO27001:2013 and all have redundant 10Gbit/s fibre connections.

Only the authorised data centre staff are allowed access, and even Millennia staff have to book
an appointment if they need to visit the facility. No other physical access is allowed.
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Anonymisation and RetentionAnonymisation and Retention

What does GDPR say about retention?What does GDPR say about retention?

The GDPR does not specify maximum or minimum time periods that personal data should be
held, instead it says:

Personal data processed for any purpose or purposes shall not be kept for longer than is
necessary for that purpose or those purposes.

This is the fifth data protection principle. In practice, it means that you will need to:

• review the length of time you keep personal data;
• consider the purpose or purposes you hold the information for in deciding whether (and for

how long) to retain it;
• securely delete information that is no longer needed for this purpose or these purposes;

and
• update, archive or securely delete information if it goes out of date.

A bit like keeping a tidy desk, it is good practice to regularly review the data you hold and
archive or anonymise those data you no longer have a need to keep.

Read the Guidance

What is Anonymisation?What is Anonymisation?

Anonymisation removes all the personally identifiable information from your customer records
so no living individual could be identified were that data to be accessed.

By anonymising your data, you will still maintain important business information about sales to
feed into your reporting and planning, whilst remaining GDPR compliant.

If you delete customer records, business information is lost unnecessarily.

When should I do it?When should I do it?

Each organisation has a different customer retention pattern and we would strongly advise that
you find out what that is before making a decision on your retention period. Some
organisations' customers lapse after 12-18 months, others might 6-7 years.

For Vital Statistics clients, we have written a simple report you can run on your customer
database to identify your lapse rate. We have also developed additional functionality to
automatically anonymise your data held in VS in line with your published retention period.

Tell us what your retention period is, and we will do the rest.

If you are not a VS client, call us on 0203 0211 622 for more information.
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How to Anonymise my dataHow to Anonymise my data

DO NOT DELETE YOUR CUSTOMER RECORDS!

By deleting your customer records you will lose valuable information about sales unnecessarily.
Instead, we recommend that you anonymiseanonymise the bits of information in the customer record that
make it personally identifiable with the hash symbol, including the date the anonymisation took
place in at least one field.

For example:For example:

John Smith might become ####15MAY2018####

Big House ####

Main Road ####

Cityville ####

XY43 9PP XY43 9##

Considerations:Considerations:

1. Be Aware of leaving information that could unintentionally identify a customer e.g. check
notes fields, customer service comments, complaints etc.

2. Ensure all look-ups are anonymised - for example if you had downloaded a complete list of
your customer database into Excel and there is the customer reference number against
their name and address - then the ticketing system is NOT anonymised because the
customer reference number could still be used as a lookup against that excel file.

3. Could the data you are keeping be combined with other data to identify an individual? An
example could be that you keep the postcode or you have appended the latitude and
longitude of the customers address - on it's own that data doesn't reveal the customers
address - but as soon as you combine that with other data (i.e. an address lookup file that
has Lat Long against it) - you now have the customers address, which under GDPR would
reasonably constitute PI

Which bits of data are not PII?Which bits of data are not PII?

Any information that cannotcannot be used to identify an individual does notdoes not need to be anonymised.

For example, once you have anonymised the customer contact house name or number and
customer name, you may choose to keep the postcode. This decision should be taken based on
your organisations attitude to risk and the likelihood of a lone postcode being accessed and
used maliciously.

KEEP YOUR SALES DATA!

With the customer contact information removed, the sales data is still of value to your
organisation so do not delete this.
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Direct MarketingDirect Marketing
Vital Statistics has always provided the tools to ensure you are contacting the right customers in
the right ways.

All the Data Protection consents recorded in your ticketing system are brought through to VS to
be used to filter your segments before any promotional campaigns are sent.

If a customer changes their consent setting in your ticketing system, this will be automatically
updated in your VS account overnight as your DDX uploads.
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VS TouringVS Touring
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Touring Organisations: how to find and requestTouring Organisations: how to find and request
your event datayour event data
If you're a Touring organisation with access to Vital Statistics, you can search for and request to
see event data from any organisation with a Purple Seven "Daily Data Extractor" (DDX) installed
(subject to the necessary data-sharing permission forms being signed).

This allows you to have a CRM system that shows you all of your event data in one place,
enabling you to perform event and customer segmentation and analysis on the spot, without
having to export or combine different datasets from various sources.

First, log into Vital Statistics, and then navigate to the "Touring" section.

Your Touring page contains the details of:

1. All venues with a DDX where you have (or have had in the past) events.

2. Options to see all events you have ever:

- had shared with you

- you have requested but which have not yet been shared

- requested the data of and then cancelled that request

- requested the data of which has been rejected by the host organisation

To make a new event share request, click on "Request more"
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You can find the event(s) that you want shared with you by searching by Country, Venue,
Keyword or Date - or, to narrow it down, a combination of the different filters.

In this example, I've selected the venue, and then searched by Keyword (one of the words in the
event's title).
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All possible events that match the filters you chose will appear: choose which event(s) you want
the event data shared with you for by clicking on the green tick at the left to request it.

This will move the event(s) you're requesting up into the "selected" section. Search for and "tick"
as many events as you want, using different filter options. Once you've selected all the events
you want shared with you, click "Next".
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NB: take extra care to make sure you're only requesting event data for your organisation's
events: some event titles can be very similar, so always cross-reference the event title against
the event date!

You will see a pop-up box: if you want to send an email through Vital Statistics to your contact
at the host organisation notifying them that you have made some event share requests, simply
fill in their email address and name, and click "Next".
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If you DON'T want to send an email through Vital Statistics to the host organisation, simply
untick the box at the top, then click "Save and Close".

If you go back to the Touring page and refresh it, the event(s) you have requested will show up
in the "Pending Requests" tab, until they have been approved by the host organisation.
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What the Host organisation seesWhat the Host organisation sees

This is useful for you to know in case you need to prompt the host organisation to approve your
event share request!

The host organisation logs into their Vital Statistics account, and navigates to their Touring
page.

They will immediately see a list of all event requests: all they need to do is click on the green tick
to approve them, and the event data will feed through to the Touring organisation's Vital
Statistics account.
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If you have any questions, you can contact Purple Seven support anytime at
support@purpleseven.com or on 0203 0211 644.
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How to share data with a touring clientHow to share data with a touring client
VS Touring is an online application that, just like VS Venue, gives users the ability to better
understand their audience behaviour. The key difference between VS Venue and VS Touring is
where the customer data comes from.

VS Touring clients typically do not have a single data source as they sell their events through a
number of different venues. By setting up multiple data feeds, we bring data from any number
of venues into a single VS Touring account for planning, analysis and reporting.

I feed data into a VS Touring account - how does it work?I feed data into a VS Touring account - how does it work?

If you have an agreement in place to share specific customer data with one or several touring
companies, this will be done securely through Vital Statistics, putting you (as Data Controller) in
control of what you share, when you share it and with whom.

As a 'Touring Feeder' you will have your own VS account and unique login credentials.

Step 1: Set up the Touring Companies you want to share withStep 1: Set up the Touring Companies you want to share with

1. Login to your VS account

2. Go to Touring on your menu bar

3. Click the ADD A TOURING COMPANY button

4. Find the company you want to send data to in the list

5. Click the green tick

The touring company will appear in a list on your touring homepage of companies you are
able to send data to.
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Step 2: Set the rules around what the touring company will receiveStep 2: Set the rules around what the touring company will receive

1. On your Touring homepage, click the EDIT link next to the touring company

2. A pop up will appear showing all the Data Protection questions held on your ticketing
system. This is where you configure what data your touring colleagues are able to receive.

1. Permission1. Permission

This field dictates if the touring recipient can see customer records where the customer has a
positive response to this Data Protection question.

AllowAllow = customer records with that flag will be visible

DisallowDisallow = customer records with that flag will NOT be visible

IgnoreIgnore = don't use this DP question when determining if a touring colleague can see the
customer record. e.g. old DP questions

NOTE: If a customer record has answers to multiple DP questions, the permission rule of Allow
will prevail.

2. Visibility2. Visibility
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This field dictates whether your touring colleague can see the data protection question and
answer in the data what they receive. This is useful for the touring company if they are using
the customer data for direct communications as they will be able to filter on these DP
responses to create customer segments.

Display = touring colleague can see the DP questions and responses

Hide = touring colleague CANNOT see the DP questions and responses

3. No Flags3. No Flags

If you have an agreement in place with your touring colleagues that they should be able to
receive all customer data, irrespective of data protection responses you can tick the box at the
bottom of the page.

What data is sent to the Touring Company?What data is sent to the Touring Company?

For the records for which you have given permission, touring colleagues will see:

Customer first name

Customer surname

Customer address & postcode

Customer telephone numbers (x 2)

Customer email

If you have selected DISPLAY in the visibility field, they will also see the data protection
questions and the customers responses.

They will also receive sales information for the event in question.

Note: they will not be able to see the customers ticketing history for other events.

How do I send data to my touring companies?How do I send data to my touring companies?

Once you have set them up in your account, Touring Companies can request data from you.

When a request is made, it will appear on your touring homepage where you can ACCEPT or
REJECT the request at the click of a button.
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